
Social [Me]dia Workshop 

 The Business of Social [Me]dia 



+ Social [Me]dia 

OMG WHAT’S A 
TWITTER?! 

WHEN DID 
GOOGLE BECOME 
A VERB?! 

IF I WANTED TO BE 
SOCIAL, I’D HOLD A 
DINNER PARTY! 



+ 

Social [Me]dia 
What does it mean? A story 
told through wine 

I like wine 

Here’s  a play-by-play of the world ending… #wine 

Here’s a vintage photo of me drinking wine #nofilter 

I’m at a wine festival and I want everyone to know 

This is a video of winemaking  

I am the Director of Marketing at a Vineyard 

My Wine-o Vision Board– Wines to Try & the Best Places to 
Try Them. *OH! And great wine gift-giving ideas!* 

This is where I’m drinking wine 



Hannah Stewar t 
incredibly employable 



#ShareThe 
Mud 

creative director 







+ 
Why it’s Important 

1. Improved brand awareness 

2. Cost-effective 

3. Engage with your customers 

4. Improved brand loyalty 

5. Healthier customer satisfaction 

6. Marketplace awareness 

7. More brand authority 

8. Increased traffic 



+ 

Bridging the 
Gap How-to: 
Social Media &                       
Content Marketing 



+ 
Getting Started 

•  Know and 
understand 
your audience 

•  Engage your 
readers 

•  Be aware of 
trending 
topics 

•  Ask your 
targeted 
audience 



+ Bridging the Gap: In Action 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8ZwZ09JlN9Y&list=PL1lBH8cRDk44BLBZq3GcNQxzG06Zit5kC 

1. A recognizable brand 

2. An enticing catch phrase 

3. An understanding of the 
target audience 

Why it works: 



+ Bridging the Gap: In Action 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9PJZG-
qaBk 

“To see the 
beauty of  the 

sleeping 
season, warm 

your heart,   
let  go of  
reason.” 

“A maze of  
childhood 

memories  once 
lost ,  winter’s  

wonder is  laid 
by frost .”  

INTRIGUE 

SELLS! 



+ 

Social [Me]dia: 
The Art of Hashtagging 

#You #are #ridiculous 
#with #your #annoying 
#and #unnecessary #use 

#of #hashtags. 



+ 
#hashtag 

•  Informative > Abstract 
•  Proof read with the mentality of a child— #susanalbumparty 
•  Capitalize multi-word hashtags for clarity— #SusanAlbumParty 
•  Have a backup hashtag 
•  Incorporate hashtags into other channels 
•  Don’t be afraid to contribute to a trend— #ThankuNext 
•  Live tweet during big events 
•  Keep it short 
•  Monitor the conversation 
•  Use your hashtag(s) in a sentence 
•  Consistency is key 



+ 

Social [Me]dia: 
Picture it 

Instagram vs Reality 



+ Picture Perfect 

•  Filter 
•  Location 
•  Tag places 
•  Tag people 
•  Caption your post 
•  Choose your hashtag(s) 
•  Remember: remain consistent 



 Clearly 
 defined 
 location 

Beautifully  
staged 
photo  

 Analytical  
breakdown 

Simple  
use of 

hashtags 

Adoring 
fans 

Putting it together 



+ 

Social [Me]dia: 
Storytelling 



+ Step-by-Step 



+ Step-by-Step 



+ 

Social [Me]dia: 
Tourism Enthusiasts 



+ Gettin’ Busy With It 



+ 

Questions? 


